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Classical structure of crime investigation (methodics)
Signs of Modern crime

Characteristics

- the emergence of new types and forms of crimes, with the widespread use of information technology for illegal activities (e.g., cybercrime)
- a visible increased focus on certain offenses which are global in nature (e.g., hate crime)

Modern crime

- the use of more sophisticated criminal methods (such as the use of various financial schemes)
Correlation of actions in modeling the content of the methodic

Crime

Clear concept definition

The methodics of the crime investigation is

Modern crime

Conceptualization of definition is needed

The review of methodologies structure is necessary

Formed methodics for investigation of modern crime

A changing dynamic, environment, new offenses are being criminalized, the parameters of criminal offenses themselves and their assessment are changing.

Modeling

Conditions for change
Conclusions

▪ It is necessary to re-evaluate and define the concept of modern crime, to conceptualize it.

▪ The modeling of the topicalities of the investigation of one of the modern types of crimes in the light of the classical criminalistic methodics revealed that traditional didactic tools are appropriate for the investigation of modern crimes.

▪ However, when developing, reviewing, and updating criminalistic methodics, it is necessary to identify those elements of the content of the methodics that are relevant to the investigation of specific modern criminal offences taking into account the conditions of that time, new crime patterns, innovations applied in investigation and other issues related to investigation.
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